EFG CREATE
STORAGE

CREATE CHANGE

Basic needs in the workplace remains more or
less consistent over time. However, the design
and layout of the workplace are in constant
change. Temporary projects, new colleagues
or new ways of working are all key drivers in an
increasingly changing environment.

Therefore, we have created a furniture system
with high flexibility that enables change. The
different modules can be combined in various
ways to fit the current needs and can easily be
reconfigured when the demands shift.

All modules can be reconfigured without causing
damage or leaving marks. Everything is easily affixed by
the smart pattern of holes as well as the frames which
are the foundation of the system. This results in a strong,
stable and flexible construction facilitating change.

Jonas Forsman
DESIGNER · EFG CREATE

CREATE SPACES
EFG Create is designed using thin and distinctive lines.
Since the parts are “simple” separately, they combine
perfectly in larger configurations and layouts. The
thin dimensions are also selected to ensure we’re not
using more material than absolutely necessary, without
compromising stability or practicality.
The system allows you to create ”open” and ”closed”
walls for use as room dividers as well as areas for
increased privacy and / or collaboration.

CREATE STORAGE MODULES
With EFG Create it is easy to create storage solutions that meet your personal needs and preferences. All of
the modules can be configured vertically, horizontally or in angles, depending on what function or expression
you’re after.

Metal storage module
380x380x380 mm
STCM380

MDF storage module
380x380x380 mm
STCW380

MDF storage module
with door 380x380x380 mm
STCW380DO

MDF storage module
with drawers 380x380x380 mm
STCW380DR

Metal wall panel for metal
module 380x380 mm
STCMW380

Fabric wall panel for metal
module 380x380 mm
STCTSW380

Metal storage module
570x380x380 mm
STCM570

MDF storage module
570x380x380 mm
STCW570

MDF storage module
with drawers 570x380x380 mm
STCW570DR

Metal wall panel for metal
module 570x380 mm
STCMW570

Fabric wall panel for metal
module 570x380 mm
STCTSW570

Fabric back cover for MDFmodule 570x380 mm
STCTSW570
STCC21

CREATE STORAGE COMBINATIONS
MDF storage module
760x380x380 mm
STCW760

MDF storage module
with doors 760x380x380 mm
STCW380DO

Metal base
760x380x105 mm
STCB760

Metal base
1140x380x105 mm
STCB1140

Top board
760x380x16 mm
STCT760

To make things easier, and to give you inspiration, we have created seven
pre-defined storage units, including metal base and top board.

+ +

STCC21
W 760
D 380
H 881

Top board
1140x380x16 mm
STCT760

STCC22
W 760
D 380
H 881

+ +

Wooden tray
190x380x40mm
STCWT190

Wooden box
190x380x190mm
STCWB190
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STCC23
W 1140
D 380
H 881
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STCC24
W 1140
D 380
H 881

+ +

= Metal module , open

Wooden tray
380x380x40mm
STCWT380

= MDF module , open front
= MDF module with doors or drawers

Wooden box
380x380x190mm
STCWB380

Wooden box
190x570x190mm
STCWB570

Seating pouf
380x380x380mm
STCTP380
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STCC31
W 760
D 380
H 1261

STCC32
W 760
D 380
H 1261

STCC33
W 1140
D 380
H 1261

CREATE PERSONALITY
We want you to make your workplace as unique as possible. Therefore, when you
choose modules from EFG Create you are presented with a number of different
standard colors, material and surfaces to experiment with. And if you’re looking for
an even more customized look we are also able to tailor make most colors.

METAL MODULES

METAL 24 BLACK
(RAL 9005)

METAL Z4 WHITE
(RAL 9016)

METAL 70 CEMENT GREY
(RAL 7033)

METAL 54 PEBBLE GREY
(RAL 7032)

METAL 70 CEMENT GREY
(RAL 7033)

METAL 54 PEBBLE GREY
(RAL 7032)

METAL WALLS

METAL 24 BLACK
(RAL 9005)

METAL Z4 WHITE
(RAL 9016)

MDF MODULES

MDF ∙ T4 BLACK

MDF ∙ Z4 WHITE

FRONTS AND TOP BOARDS

MDF ∙ T4 BLACK

MDF ∙ Z4 WHITE

WOOD ∙ A1 NATURAL ASH

WOODEN TRAYS AND BOXES

WOOD ∙ A1 NATURAL ASH

METAL ∙ 92 BRASS

THE FABRIC COVERED WALLS can be
upholstered in any of our standard
fabrics and contributes to the room both
acoustically and as a colour element.

CREATE DETAILS

THE PIERCED PATTERNS
on top add a decorative
touch to the module and
facilitate assembly - vertically,
horizontally or in angles.

THE METAL WALLS
add character and
functionality.

THE WOODEN TRAY is just as much a
practical feature in the room as a small
design statement.

THE DECORATIVE ELEMENT
marks where you push to open the doors.

THE ADJUSTABLE FEET are easy to
regulate in order to fit uneven surfaces.

EFG (European Furniture Group) is a
leading European supplier of flexible
interior solutions for offices and public
environments with added values that
build image and increase performance.
EFG meets unique demands and needs
by offering a complete range of furniture
with design, sustainability and flexibility
in focus. EFG is represented all over Scandinavia and in major parts of Europe.

www.efg.info

